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At the heart of Boston, surrounded by the hustle and bustle of the city, lies two magnificent areas full of nature: Boston Commons and the 
Boston Public Garden.  The photo on the left is in the Boston Commons right next to the Parkman Bandstand. In the photo, the shadow of the 
bandstand can be seen in the foreground. The color of the red leaves of the trees contrast itself with the green grass and the surrounding buildings 
which is tinted blue. This also contrasts the nature, the grass, trees, and the general openness of the area, from the “manmade” and the modern. The 
photo on the right was taken on the bridge within the Public Garden, towards the empty lagoon. In the photo, there are the several different species of 
trees found within the Public Garden, including the beautiful yellow willows in the at the foreground, birch trees, as well as others, boasting yellow, 
white, and pink colorations of leaves. In the background, there are also buildings, showing those traces of modernness and the artificial. Both pictures 
that were taken on the walking tour are a sort of landscape style of picture with no obvious subject that is front and center. Both show the beauty of 
nature and the amount of open space that they give. However, because this is in the central area of Boston, near the downtown area, it is not possible 
to get away from the “manmade” and “artificial "of the buildings. Both the Boston Commons and the Public Garden are very different but also very 
similar at the same time. The Boston Commons is a place for social events, gatherings, and protests, somewhere to take a quick break. The Public 
Garden is used to relax and enjoy the surrounding nature and music. Despite the difference in usage, both are places filled with plants and animals, 
filled with the vibrant colors of nature, despite being surrounded by the hustle and bustle of the city. These areas are truly “gems” in the dirt.


